Student 1 - Rising 5th Grader

Strengths
- Proficient in 2’s, 5’s & 10’s, & 100’s
- Eager to learn, well-mannered

Challenges
- Easily distracted
- Counting by 4’s, 6’s, & 9’s
- Crossing midline

Growth
- Should slight improvement in basic areas
Student 2 - 2nd Grade

Strengths
● Counting by 5s & 10s
● Energetic
● Mastered Counting by 2s

Challenges
● Easily distracted
● Counting by 3s
● Crossing midline

Growth
● Mastering the Whisper/Loud concepts
● Multiplying by 2’s
Student 3- Rising 4th Grader

Strengths
- Counting by 2s & 5s with mat (not mastered)

Challenges
- Easily distracted
- Very shy
- Lacked basic addition skills

Growth
- Boosted confidence
- Showed growth in 2s and addition
- Counting by 2s without looking
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Student 4- 3rd Grade

Strengths
- Positive attitude
- Motivated to learn
- Skip counting and multiplying by 2s using mat

Challenges
- Easily distracted, short attention span
- Concept of whisper/loud
- Crossing midline

Growth
- Showed growth with 2s
- Mastered whisper/loud concept
Student 5 - Rising 5th Grader

Strengths
- Counting by 2’s, 5’s, 10’s
- Very motivated to learn
- Math movement fun

Challenges
- Attendance
- Counting and moving simultaneously

Growth
- Identified # patterns
- Showed growth in 9’s